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Our Time to Shine 

Impact of PE Spending 2020-21 

 

Our funding for the year was £18,100 from the DfE, however our desired outcomes 

from spending this allocation were largely unachievable due to Covid 19 restrictions. 

 

We had the aim to be awarded the Gold School Games Mark for a sixth year in a row, as 

well achieve the Platinum Award, however this was not possible due to the restrictions 

imposed by the pandemic. We also aimed to maintain the silver County Durham Leadership 

award and work further towards achieving the gold award. We were able to maintain a 

high level of leadership involvement this year, however leadership needed to be 

developed in every class to maintain the integrity of the Bubbles. We also spent money on 

the acquisition of PE resources for each class to develop our active playtimes within each 

bubble. This had a fantastic impact upon the wellbeing of both staff and pupils during 

some really difficult times, enabling the children to develop a more structured type of 

play which we intend to continue after the restrictions have been lifted. £1,700 spent.  

 

We subscribed to the enhanced SLA from the SSP. This entitled us to attend all the 

competitions they were due to run throughout the year, but as previously stated, this was 

not possible. One of the aims of the sports premium is to provide a broad range of sports 

and activities to all pupils and we were still able to provide high quality coaching including: 

yoga, cycling, fencing and archery with very precise risk assessments to keep everyone 

safe. The support we get from coaches increase confidence, knowledge and skills of all 

staff in teaching PE and sport as well as giving the pupils the opportunities to be taught by 

specialists. A number of our pupils reported that they would like to take up one of the 

sports that we had in school. We also received leadership support from the SSP for our PE 

Champion, as well supporting our pupils’ mental health through Team Up sessions and 

inspirational days from recognised athletes. Cost of SLA - £8,500.  

 

Mrs Picard finished her Forest Schools training and our children benefited from Forest 

school activities at every opportunity and we developed our garden usage considerably 

thanks to Mr Allison. Cost - £4,600. 
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Our Time to Shine 

We also had a Sports Week with extra visits from Circurama and Spennymoor FC in the 

summer term along with our charity run and our inhouse dance/gymnastics festival which 

was a fabulous success. These events along with the purchase of some specialist 

equipment for athletics, gymnastics and basketball gave the children the opportunity to 

compete within school more than ever and despite restrictions still being in place, were 

able to enjoy a summer of sport. Cost - £3,300. 
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